
WALT: use a range of 
subordinate conjunctions and 

clauses

WILF:
Link information with appropriate conjunctions.

Use at least 6 different conjunctions in writing.

Place commas where they are needed in the text



Read Chapter 20 and 21

• Why are these chapters so important?











Look back through the chapters

Can you identify any conjunctions?

Which ones are co-ordinating and which ones 
are subordinating?

How do you know?



Main clauses…

• Every simple sentence has a main clause.

• A main clause is the smallest part of a 
sentence which makes sense on its own.

• It always has a subject (who or what its 
about) and a verb (an action).



• She jumped.

• He laughed.

• The girl raced down the 
street.

Let’s find the 
subjects and 
verbs…



Subordinate Clauses

Subordinate clauses are used to add more 
information to sentences

Subordinate Clause Main Clause

Although I was scared, I crept inside.Although I was scared, I crept inside.

The boy, who was ten, jumped.The boy, who was ten, jumped.



Subordinate Clauses

The main clause still makes sense 
without the subordinate clause

Although I was scared, I crept inside.

, who was ten,The boy jumped.



A subordinate clause also has a subject 
and a verb… 

The only difference between a main 
clause and a subordinate clause is that a 
main clause can stand alone.

A subordinate clause will not make sense 
on its own!



A subordinate clause will always begin 
with a subordinating conjunction ( a 
special type of connective).

Although it was raining, we went outside to play.
We went outside to play although it was raining.



If a sentence begins with a subordinate 
clause, we use a comma before the main 
clause.

While I waited, I learnt my times tables.

If the subordinate clause comes after 
the main clause, we do not need a 
comma.

I learnt my times tables while I waited.



• Find the main and subordinate clauses:

• As soon as she got home, Alice raced 
upstairs.

• If you want to go outside, you must 
finish your work.

• You can have some sweets even though 
you have been naughty.



• Now you try and write one.

• Don’t forget the comma if the 
subordinate clause comes first!



A relative clause is also a type of 
subordinate clause…

The girl, who was called Jane, danced 
across the room.

Which relative pronouns can you 
remember?








